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Abstract

Emerging the immoral behavior being the challenges in Indonesia during the last few decades needs to have alternative approach implemented in the learning process. The serious reconstruction of the national education curriculum has to be conducted into designing the alternative concept, especially inculcating the moral personality within the exciting programs. Among those programs with offering exciting programs, one of them is dance and drama based learning. Literature analysis was conducted from peer reviewed books and journals using the theme of dance and drama based learning. The results indicate that there are three core basis of delivering learning basis of arts where both refer to sharing the art with a significant professional experience to connect with each other in realizing to feel emotional similarities, potential in shaping moral values. Those are the process of receiving knowledge in the sense of sharpening performance with managing the learning habit. This study is expected to contribute to the conceptual basis on how to inculcate the moral values among the children. Thus, moral education should be optimized within this co-curricular program.
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1. Introduction

Emerging the moral challenges like violence, cheating, mischievous acts, and vandalism traits among many adolescents in some part of Indonesia makes a worry about the educational system implementation. Although the current educational program set out in the national curriculum design (1, 2), the gap on the stage of implementation in the co-curricular program is still needed to explore in the particular approach. The ethical engagement is needed in order to when viewing these days are so worrying, many incidents about the violation of law, and the violation of ethics, from the people in the society, to the government officials. The incidents that are happening these days are corruption; misuse of drugs; abuse; war between ethnic group; place of worship’s destructions; slander; and murder (3). It might be not exaggerate if the social observer opined that the phenomena in Indonesia these days is in the ‘moral crisis’ condition.

Especially the things that involving students and college students, the phenomena that are happening these days are: (1) the habit of ‘cheating’ during test that are still done; (2) the desire to pass with shortcut without any hard work on national exam cause them to find the answers with unethical ways; (3) plagiarism of scientific work around college students that are massive; (4) brawls between students and college students; (5) liquor drinking, promiscuity, and drugs; and (6) ‘students gang’ and ‘motorcycle gang’ which often lead to criminal actions like abuse, even murder (4).

The observers from various disciplines, have a certain views that the phenomena in Indonesia like what explained above, are closely related to human’s character. Humans, since born, already have the characters that were shaped through heredity factor. Potential which is innate from birth is not going to develop just like what expected if there is no development process through education. Facing the nation’s problem that are viewed to be related to the failure of Indonesia’s government in education’s sector, on Republic Indonesia’s newest national curriculum concept named ‘Kurikulum 2013’, it is very clear contains character education concept. This becomes a new challenge for teachers, to immediately taught only to give birth to intelligent people, to be prioritized to shape the character of leaners, so that in the future will give birth to a nation of character.

Facts in field, to change the teaching mindset are not easy, the teachers are still teaching with old habit or in conventional ways. According to the teachers, to do the learning method as required by guided to the new curriculum policy is not easy, so many obstacles ahead of them, such as in general linked with the limitations of the education of ‘Learning Model’ utilization which relevant with the education’s purpose. Dance and drama lesson are very potential in shaping the student’s character. Through the learning process, the students are not only receiving educations, but will also do sense shaping practices repeatedly through art practices. In the end, will have the ‘permanent’ habit, which is the accumulation of values in character education.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Moral Values in Character Education

Moral values are considered as the principles with behaving the sense to do the good thing (5), where the personality standard is...
the main goal (6). It refers to the way on how to interact with others in a particular way within the curriculum design (7). As the ideals and principles which can be used for nurturing the individual personality with moral enhancement, the orientation in making the personal habit refers an attempt to shape the students’ character facilitated by the instructor or teacher in the learning class (8). There are many types of initiative to deliver the moral enhancement that guide how the individual personality should act, which consists of attitude generally referring to the orientation of the raise into others in the way which configures the standards to act (11). It remains the process of character education to involve three components namely moral knowing; moral feeling; and moral action (9). It refers to the entire effort to inculcate the moral values both religious foundation and ethical engagement (10). Moreover, moral action which is entirely connected to the character is closely related to the question of value. Converged into seeing someone’s action, whether good or bad value, some values in human’s life surrounding in underlying their thought, speech, and action (11) can be initiated through teaching by giving information to the students about which one is right and which one is wrong (12). As a result, character education points out the process of character building through learning on every lesson at class. In terms of planning configured into the character education, habitual approach should be engaged into the classroom basis and societal concern(13). Through conducting the good things initiated by the students, continuous effort needs to construct especially in the way of giving the habit training. Since the personal habituation has a significant role to nurture the morality, the consistency to inculcate the moral values is the core point as an entire attempt to do the good things by knowing the good things and get used to do it. With this regard, the more the students will consistently conduct such acts, the more they become more influenced to always do the good things.

2.2. Significance of Drama and Dance in Character Education

The drama is the most stimulating form of literature because attempts to learn by doing with addressing one lives by being-acting are exhilarated living (14). Interpreting a part or reading will play with imagination demands into careful character analysis from work with the drama. Moreover it needs to enhance the initiative to learn by observing the people you meet in life and literature more closely and to develop sympathy for human being because you understand better their motives and problems.

In dance and drama, there are values which are aesthetic, ethics, religious, and social (15). The values are carried and present in the shape of intellectual, emotional, visual, and verbal. Education through dance and drama medium, stimulate the student’s interest, to achieve educations as much as possible, also to manifest chained effect. Learning dance and drama, also learning language, literature, talking in rhythm, memorize technic, thinking, and various life educations (16). These six fundamental patterns have a pivotal meaning from the analysis of the possible distinctive model of human understanding. These six patterns may be designed respectively as symbolic, empirics, esthetics, ethics, and synoptic (17). If six patterns of human life meaning need the requirement to be owned by human ideally, it should be addressed in the way on integrating the internalization patterns in the shape of activities since elementary school especially on lower grades. The elementary school student’s activities with addressing psychological approach needs to play through applying dance and drama games (18). Because this act of dance and drama appreciation points out the learning activity about life through language symbols (19), the activity of dance and drama presentation is the transformation of empirical life values into symbolic life values on the stage. The dance and drama activity as audience as well as the performance is the process of learning about human life values through symbolization (20, 21). The activity of interpretation and dance and drama presentation is the exploitation awareness activity about meaning of life experiences and human life.

2.3. Towards Learning Enhancement

According to (22), project based learning is a learning model that is innovative which in the process is pushing on the contextual learning through complex activity. Other than that, the learning model gives strong emphasis on problem solving. Next, according to Thomas (23), the learning focus on project based learning model is placed on concepts and main principles from a study discipline, involving students on problem solving investigation and any meaning tasks, to give students to work in autonomous to construct themselves, and to reach the peak, to create real product. Model problem based learning is a learning approach by making confrontation to students by simple problems or the learning that is started by giving problems and have real life context (24). This model will train students to use themselves to pay attention about their community environment. On Inquiry Based Learning model, students will get researching practice experiences to develop their ability to think and be scientific including on asking questions, planning, and using tools and data collection technique also communicating the arguments scientifically.

In terms of the purpose of inquiry learning, there are some which can manage the students to learn scientific method and able to apply it on another situation (25, 26). There are also stages on inquiry learning that are: (1) the students are stimulated by the teacher with some problems, statements, questions, games; (2) by the stimulate, the students decide the procedure to find and collect the information to solve the problem; (3) students appreciate the knowledge gained by inquiry that has just been done; and (4) the student conducts an analysis of the method of inquiry and the procedure specified to be a method which can be applied to a new atmosphere. According beside related with research discovery, discovery based learning model is the learning process that involving maximally the student’s ability to search and find something (things, human, or incidents) systematically, critically, logically, analytically, so the students can formulate their research themselves with full of pride (27). By using a discovery based learning model used by teachers repeatedly, will be able to improve the ability of students to find something. The use of discovery based learning model wants to change the condition of passive learning process become active and creative.

3. Methodology

This paper aims to explore the way to inculcate moral values among the children through dance and drama approach within the learning. Literature analysis was conducted from peer reviewed books and journals using the theme of dance and drama based learning. Attempt to using research & development approach is usually adopted to examine the basis of object with approach of the step to develop method product that is still hypothetic, using experiment with action research. Special purpose of this research is to have new knowledge about learning model that should be used by the elementary school teachers on teaching dance and drama. As for learning model that is intended on this Research and Development is a learning model. This research object is elementary school teachers who teach dance and drama, and the focus of this research is what related with shaping the student’s character, then, the most appropriate research object is the first, second, and third grade elementary teachers. As for the location of this study are the schools in Karawang city, Indonesia.
4. Analysis and Discussion

4.1. Results and Finding

From the survey results that was done at schools, found that mostly teachers who are currently teaching dance and drama, is not relevant to the purpose of learning. For example, the teacher teaches to the students to memorize one traditional dance, they just show the picture, and not teaching the student on how to learn the art practice. On picture below, we are looking at how dance and drama teachers teach their students on the learning process at class.

Art and culture learning at school like what already explained on picture above is ‘misguided’, because not relevant with art education concept. Art education concept is ‘sense education’, and the purpose of art and culture education at school is to develop ‘sense of art’ potential on children’s individual. Therefore, if the students is just given rote learning and not doing practical learning, then it’s not ‘meaningful’ in the end will not be relevant with educational purpose, which is to produce the clever and characterized nation.

Describes how teachers do not have the readiness to implement the learning process to form the character of students. The table 1s the results of the interview.

Table 1: Interview of elementary school teachers in implementing character education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>QUESTION</th>
<th>ANSWER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>How do you teach to shape the character of the students?</td>
<td>By giving example and role models to the students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How do you teach dance &amp; drama to shape the character of the students?</td>
<td>Many teachers cannot answer the questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>What is your goal on teaching dance and drama in elementary school?</td>
<td>So that students will have skills in playing dance &amp; drama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Why do you not implement teaching to shape the student’s character?</td>
<td>Have no knowledge to implement character education –based learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In reality, currently the art and culture learning at schools mostly they are referring to the particular approach to develop their character (6). Attempts to acquire the heading from the theory into the practical level have a pivotal role to make the learning more accurate to the main goal. Learning process here refers to the impact from the unpreparedness teachers based on the learning purpose and rote which is inappropriate to the relevance of the art education concept (28). In terms of the teacher’s competence on teaching to shape student’s character, actually Republic Indonesia government since 2010 through National Educational Ministry had already done the coaching to educational units such as: (1) training system for the stakeholders. Such as training main level, training national level, training province level, training district/city level, training school sub level; (2) using trainer resource: already trained school principal, supervisor as a part of competence enhancement on managing, leading, and supervising teachers on developing the character education learning based; and (3) including character education values into socialization activity of curriculum preparation.

Even though already given various training by the government, but actually, the teachers are still doing the learning process at class with the conventional ways. The problem especially is really related with the lack of learning model education which could shape student’s character. Learning model is management concept to organize a learning process, which is functioned as the guide for teachers to do their teaching activity, so the learning process will be actually leading to the actual purpose with pointing out determinants of quality student outcomes (29). The researcher’s survey result can be analyzed so it got the findings, that the elementary teachers on teaching dance and drama does not have the knowledge of learning model as appropriate as it should be used especially the learning model that can shape the character of the student.

The table below is the results of research observation, describes how teachers in elementary school in using learning models that have an impact on the student’s character shaping.

Table 2: Instruction for nurturing moral values among the students by teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>NOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. APPLICATION OF LEARNING MODELS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Implementing learning in accordance with competence to be achieved</td>
<td>Not clear – teachers teach more by improvise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Implement learning systematically</td>
<td>Not really mastering the class many students who do not concentrate on learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mastering the class</td>
<td>Not really mastering the class – there are still many students concentrate on learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Implementing contextual learning</td>
<td>Invisible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Implementing learning that will enables the growth of positive activities</td>
<td>Mostly possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Implementing learning in accordance with the planned time allocation</td>
<td>Not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Grow the active participation of students, through the interaction of teachers, students and the learning sources</td>
<td>A small portion is visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Respond positively to the student’s participate</td>
<td>Mostly visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Shows an open attitude toward the response of the students</td>
<td>Partly visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Shows a conducive interpersonal relationship</td>
<td>Mostly visible, but there are still many passive students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. CHARACTER SHAPING ACTIVITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>NOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Involving students in character for shaping : Religious</td>
<td>Not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Involving students in character shaping : Honesty</td>
<td>Not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Involving students in character shaping : Tolerance</td>
<td>There are some – when children start learning dance techniques – in turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Involving students in character shaping : Discipline</td>
<td>There are some – Mostly learn by chatting with friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Involving students in character shaping : Hard work</td>
<td>invisible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From table 2 above can be taken some findings, elementary school teachers: (1) in carrying out the learning process is still using conventional ways; (2) has not been able to change the mindset of the purpose of teaching for intelligent humans only, be teaching to give birth to intelligent and characterized human being; and (3) to carry out the character-taught learning process, especially for teachers who teach dance & drama, requires an effective learning model and towards the goal. In order to drive the process itself into the enhancement to the target in terms of caring with others, nurturing compassionate based empathy could be one of the sources supposed in the way as an effort to contribute to such learning models where the potential enhancement with dance & drama should be inculcated in a particular way (21, 30). Attempts to inquire the use of teaching style here point out the use of the learning model only (19, 20). As a result, it is necessary to strengthen the style itself through modification, collaboration, and adaption to all four learning models to fit the character in the fields of art, especially the art of dance & drama that become the subject matter in elementary school. The four learning models have similarities that can be used to teach dance & drama art in elementary school, such as: (1) use project/activity as the media; (2) students do the exploration, assessment, interpretation, synthesis, and information to produce various forms of learning outcomes; (3) a learning approach that present a contextual problem thus stimulating learners to learn; (4) students work in teams to solve real-life problem; (5) the subject matter is not presented as a final form, but the students organize themselves, and (6) the teachers act as mentors by giving opportunities for the students to learn actively. Referring to the national curriculum policy of the Indonesian republic, the learning models which need to be prioritized for teaching in schools are inquiry based learning, problem based learning, discovery based learning, and project based learning (10). It points out the necessary learning models with the significant insights in building civic engagement to get involved in social events awareness and goodwill from the community (31). Towards different aspects of group or organization engaged into the scholarship and civic responsibility, attempts to put responsible citizens and active participants in the community has to be inculcated with the mind-ful feeling of self and social empathy (32). The initiative to enhance learning basis should refer to the dynamics of learning with ethical consideration (33). In terms of mechanical aids and rules to strengthen ethical engagement in addressing the moral purpose to promote sustainable learning, effort should be developed to enhance the awareness with the ability to interact and care among the students (25). With providing the framework to incorporate technology for example smartphone use in teaching and learning to create attractive teaching and optimum interaction with students in classes (34, 35), adaptive technology skills are needed in providing a considerable guidance for child protection and careful engagement towards digital information (36).

In terms of the current issue, advancement and the perfection of the individual and the society through the methodology for dispensing and acquiring knowledge (37), attempts to assist the knowledge configured into the instructional design with ethical engagement to strengthening the process of learning and teaching are central in the process of transfer both knowledge and value (38). The result reveals that there are some processes of modification, collaboration, and adaption of the learning models as should be prioritized in teaching according to the nation curriculum of the Indonesian republic government. To get the discovery of learning model of dance and drama that has been done and study on the concept of art education and character education. The study process explained is described as shown below.

The research result is found that the learning model to teach dance and drama in elementary school which is character shaping based effectively and on the target, is through this learning process:

a. **Preliminary stage** : (1) Teacher tells true story about themselves or other people, the true story that was told by the teacher is the meaningful story to be understood by the students which is ended by the good things, on the story should be daily life problems that needs to be solved; (2) students are given the chance to give comments or to ask to the teacher, which is related to the real life story; (3) students are given the chance to tell their experience; and (4) the teachers divide the class into small groups.

b. **Preparation of performance practice stage**: (1) a set of students’ stories on their groups, choose one story to be the title of the dance and drama artwork; (2) the chosen story, then they write to be a script or scenario of dance and drama performance; (3) students choose the casts who are needed on the performance script; and (4) students discussing to prepare the practices.

c. **Performance and discussion stage** : (1) the work of students from the performance practice on stage (permanent stage or simple); (2) the order is made by the students groups, in order according to the students’ deal; (3) the groups who have not been able to perform on stage, become not only another audience or supporter, but also given task by the teacher to write down the important parts to be the discussion material (for higher grades), and given task to remember the story of the dance and drama (for lower grades); and (4) discussion led by the teachers. And the teacher concludes the result from the learning process.

d. **Closing stage**: The teachers and students conclude the entire learning activity process. Students should get the information – that the learning activity process is already hit the purpose. The findings of dance & drama learning models have previously been through the design validation phases, design trials, product trials and end with trial usage in ten elementary schools in Karawang, a city in West Java, Indonesia. The result of trial usage reveals the process of learning dance & drama. The character of the students develops very well and consistently.
5. Conclusion

This paper aims to explore the way to inculcate moral values among the children through dance and drama based learning. The results indicate that there are three core basis of delivering learning basis of arts where both refer to sharing the art with a significant professional experience to connect with each other in realizing to feel emotional similarities, potential in shaping moral values. Those are the process of receiving knowledge in the sense of sharpening performance with managing the learning habit. Learning model of dance and drama in elementary school that can form the character of learners should be based on the concept of art education and the concept of character education. Based on concept of art education, teachers are required to teach dance and drama not only teach theories, but must involve students in the training of managing and producing the works of the show. While based on the concept of character education, in the process of learning the art of dance and drama learners should be given the practice of sharpening the taste through habit learning. In the process of learning the art of dance and drama that can form the character of students in elementary school, it is necessary to pay attention to the following: (1) all students should be given the opportunity to be cast in the show; (2) with teacher guidance, each group is required to create a dance and drama story itself that will be performed; (3) in the process of performance training, teachers should always observe and record changes in students’ attitude, to always conduct discussions at each end of the performance training and after the performance; and (5) at the end of the learning/finished performances, teachers with students must make conclusions about the meaning of dance and drama lessons. This study is expected to contribute to the conceptual basis on how to inculcate the moral values among the children. Thus, moral education should be optimized within this co-curricular program.
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